Hunt ID: CA-WDeerBearWolfDuckFish-All-Ontario-FNGS-Gerald
This Ontario Canada Outfitter are a complete hunting and fishing outfitter. Hunt with
complete privacy with trophy class bucks on over 12,000 acres of private lands & miles of
government crown lands to hunt. Also you can hunt waterfowl, bear, upland game and
wolf along with fishing if you desire! The area will be crawling with orange vested deer
hunter's this fall. Our area has become renounced for it's Boone & Crocket Trophy Buck
potential. We are happy to have a large population of deer and a 130 to 160 class buck can
be quite common. Every year we will take 2 or 4 deer ranging from 250# up to 330# (big
bodied). Still hunting or standing is a common hunting method although guided pushing
could be incorporated on that warm day when the deer don’t move. We can accommodate
up to (6) hunters per group. For inland hunts, hunting areas are usually accessible by
truck. We do have (2) ATV’s available upon request.
DEER HUNTING is excellent in our area and our guide service will hunt large parts of the
lake as well as inland. We have exclusive hunting access to certain land masses that we are
able to conduct guided trophy white-tailed deer, wolf and bear hunts. (Over 12,000 Square
acres of our Private land) Sections of the Aulneau Peninsula (WMU 7A)which are bow and
muzzle loader hunts only, are part of these lands.
As well sections of hunting zones WMU 7B-9A (rifle
hunts) are exclusive to our guide service. This

means no other hunters in the local Nestor Falls / Sioux Narrows /Morson / Lake of the
Wood's area will hunt
our areas. Hunt with us and you will not bump into other hunter's.
We offering fine wilderness lodging on the shores of the Aulneau Peninsula, Lake Of The
Wood's. We have some of the finest trophy white-tailed deer hunting in Canada.
Combined hunt & fishing packages offered. Utilize our experience & book your next
fishing or hunting trip to Canada with us. We pride ourselves in our proven outstanding
combination fishing-hunting trips, and experience. A vacation for the avid hunterfisherman or the whole family! Residing here all our lives we have over 30 years experience
fishing and hunting these lakes and lands.
We have built our new wilderness lodging with all the modern conveniences of home in
mind. We provide charter boat day fishing trips, boat rentals or you are welcome to bring
your own boat. Top muskie, walleye & northern pike fishing waters located from your
dock port. The Lake of the Woods area with its outstanding boreal forest surroundings
whispers its own message while our hunt's take place in untouched wilderness lands. Our
long lived scouting ability & knowledge of the land lay-out set us apart from the others. Not
to mention our accumulated knowledge of the habits and seasonal patterns of our big
northern whitetail deer.
Hunting here has great success with groups taking several buck and we enjoy the freedom
of hunting were "we are the only hunters". Hunting in natural wilderness has allowed us to
experience a "classic hunt" No fences, baiting, dogs, etc. The potential for trophy buck is
always here.
This past fall I guided a hunter to a 169 5/8 Net class buck. This success is because the game
is there and excellent scouting practices and sound decision making has made a successful
hunt for our group. Quality offer new quality accommodations to make your relax time
more enjoyable also.
WOLF HUNT The population has always been stable for the wolf in our area. This past
fall while deer and moose hunting I have determined along with information directly from
the Ministry of Natural Resources personal that there has been a large increase in the
timber wolf population. Guiding for 30 years in the area we will determine were the wolf
baiting stands are by undertaking consistent scouting. Several prominent packs locally.
You must bring a hunting license in your name from your home state in order to purchase
an Ontario hunting license. The license should be an old one that you no longer require, as
you will need to surrender it to the issuer here. It must be an original license.
We will utilize our exclusive private hunting areas for our hunts All hunts are pre-scouted.
We like to leave the option of fishing combination deer, duck, bear and grouse hunting at

the guest’s determination. Just let us know what will work for you. I would like to add that
muskie, crappie, walleye, etc fishing is great at this time of year.

ONTARIO BEAR HUNTS
We have a high population of bear in the area and support a. 90% success rate annually.
Average size of bear around 200 pounds and it is not uncommon to see as many as 3-7
bears in a day’s hunt. This is a 5 day hunt. Baiting commences 3 weeks in advance of
season opener. (August 15- September 15 ) Trail cam pictures of bears at active baits are
provided to the bear hunter prior to hunt. Fishing mid-day welcome!

WATERFOWL HUNT'S
Hunting in our area is exceptional. From the first northern flights of waterfowl to the
height of the whitetail rut, it is a hunt of a life time.
DUCK HUNTING within our lakes and ponds will deliver a great action hunt to the avid
duck hunter. Cooling down your barrel and letting a few flocks pass can be the norm. We
have a good number of mallard, teal, local wood ducks but it is the habitat (wild rice bays)
that allows for several waves of northern flights throughout the fall months to stop in our
area to feed. Our area is noted for its exceptional abundance of diver ducks which include
ring neck, blue bills, red head and golden eye. At the best times these diver ducks maybe
found in flocks of thousands. The two larger boats will be used to shuttle our guests to the
hunting areas than transported in the smaller bays with a 14’ camouflage boat. We provide
decoys, and canoes if needed. Blinds are made from the immediate terrain, and we can
assist in duck calling. Check out our rates page, you will find them to be comparably
economical.

PRICING
PRICE TYPE OF HUNT DIY/GUIDED. SEMI-GUIDED DETAILS
1.___Deer hunt_____________________ $_2300.00
2.___bear hunt_____________________ $_1700.00
3.___bird /duck hunt________________ $__800.00
4.___wolf hunt_____________________ $_2500.00
5.___fishing trip_____________________$_800.00
TYPICAL SIZES OF TROPHIES TAKEN:
bear/ 200-250lbs deer 130"140"/ 200 -250lbs
brd/duck/day full limit
timber wolves 1-2
Limits of fish / day / walleye, bass, crappie, northern pike, muskie, perch__
______________________________________________________________________________
SUCCESS RATIO BY: ANIMAL SPECIE OPPORTUNITY% KILL RATIO %
bear______________90% _______% ______ deer______________60% ________% ______
wolf____________ _90% ________% ______ brds/ duck______ __90% ________%______

Accommodations

Air conditioning, full kitchen with microwave, toaster, Coffee Maker (we furnish the
filters), gas stove and oven, refrigerator, dishes, cookware, utensils (we furnish dish soap),
bathroom with all towels and bathroom tissue furnished, bedding linens, propane barbecue
grill (we furnish propane), garbage bags, satellite TV. with your own receiver.

1___bear - August 15 - September 15
2__deer - October15 – November 15
3___wolf - October1 thru till March 1
4_____duck- September15 thru till October 30
Hunters fly into Winnipeg, Manitoba or Fort Frances, Ontario or International Falls,
Minnesota
Upon booking the outfitter will contact you and provide more details about the lodge
location and hunt plan. No sleeping bags are needed but you can bring a camping trailer if
you wish.
Skinning and caping is not included but can be done for a modest fee.
Meat processing is available for $90

Mike Lollar - Owner
Web = http://www.SportsmansLogistics.com
eMail = GetBetter@SportsmansLogistics.com
15596 W. County Rd. 18E
Loveland, CO 80537
970-593-0267
We accept

Or ask us about our “Hunt Now, Pay Later Program”
valid for all hunters booking our hunts you just need credit approval.
We realize the hunt of your dreams will not be a reality because you
will never be in better physical condition than you are today. Instead
of planning the hunt when you can afford it, hunt now while you are
physically able. This program is a must for a hunter filling his bucket
list!

